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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

W

ell, it has been an
exciting couple of
months at SSAA
Victoria, with the purchase
of the Springvale Shooting
Range being finalised. After
leasing the range since the
1970s we took ownership of
the land on Monday, June
26.

Many people thought we
would never be able to buy
the land because of the bureaucracy involved. The article on page 3 details just how
arduous the process was. It
involved years of effort two
different State Governments
and quite a few government
departments.
I would like to thank the
current Chief Executive
Officer Jack Wegman and
my fellow Board members
for their persistence with the
project. I would also like to
acknowledge the hard work of
the original Board members
and volunteers who built the
range, and the people who
kept it going for all of those
years.
We are hosting a celebration
and open night at the range
on Thursday, August 3. The
aim of the celebration is to
thank the key people involved
and encourage members of
the local community to “have
a go” at target shooting.
The local media has supported us wonderfully by publishing our media release in the
Dandenong Journal and the
Leader Newspaper. We have
also arranged a letterbox drop
around the Springvale Range
to inform the community
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DENIS MORONEY
SSAA Victoria President

about our event.
The other great news we
received since my last President’s report was the letter
from Victorian Police Minister
Lisa Neville. She has assured us directly now that the
National Firearms Agreement
review will only result in two
changes to our firearm laws.
If you believed the drivel printed in the Herald Sun about
the NFA you could be forgiven
for thinking we were all going
lose everything. But, thanks
to hard work and effective
lobbying, we beat the anti-gun
lobby.
The Annual General Meeting
is approaching on September
17. This year it will be held
at the Hotel Bruce County at
2pm. I encourage all members
with an interest in the direction of SSAA Victoria to come
along. Your ballot papers for
the Board elections will also
be arriving at about this time,
so I encourage you all to exercise your right to vote.
Finally, the Brisbane SSAA
SHOT Expo is being held
on August 26 and 27. It will
be Brisbane’s second SSAA
SHOT Expo and we are
expecting great numbers. If
any members are keen for
a holiday, they could jump
on a plane and fly up for the
weekend.

SPRINGVALE PURCHASE

It’s ours, at last

SSAA Victoria Chief Executive Officer Jack Wegman celebrating the purchase of the Springvale Shooting Range. The Association took ownership of
the facility on Monday, June 26, after leasing it since the 1970s. 					
PICTURE: Caitlin Pearson

CAITLIN PEARSON
Victorian Shooter Editor

year, a 30-year lease was signed,
followed by lease renewals. The
last lease was due to expire in June
2017, with no provision for renewal.
“We were going to be kicked off the
property,” Jack said.

was a commitment to purchase the
range, and that is what sealed the
deal for us.”
The arduous process involved:
• Three different valuations

Fast-forward to 2013, and the land
was owned by the State Government, under the control of the
Southern Metropolitan Cemeteries
Trust (SMCT), after the amalgamated
City of Greater Dandenong sold the
12,500 sq m of land.

• Governor-in-Council x 3

SSAA Victoria Chief Executive
Officer Jack Wegman said it was a
“monumental win for our members”.
“It was a long and convoluted journey
involving two State Governments,
seven different government departments and changes to an Act of
Parliament,” he said. “But after years
of uncertainty, we can finally say that
the Springvale Range is here to stay.”

“In 2003 SSAA Victoria tried to buy
the land, but negotiations failed,”
Jack said. “Ten years later, an August
2013 meeting between SSAA Victoria, the Health Minister, Minister for
Sport and Recreation and the SMCT,
resulted in agreement that we would
buy the range, instead of pursuing a
long-term lease.

• Surveyor-General’s
Department

SSAA Victoria first began using the
site in 1972, when it was owned by
the City of Springvale. The following

“To buy ourselves time, we successfully negotiated a 21-year lease in
October, 2014. Written into the lease

A

t last, the Springvale Range
is ours. The purchase of
one of SSAA Victoria’s most
popular ranges was finalised on
Monday, June 26.
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• Victorian Parliament
• Sport and Recreation Victoria
• Department of Health
• Treasury and Finance
• Valuer-General’s Department
• Solicitor-General’s Department

• Government Land Monitor
• Melbourne Water
• Southern Metropolitan Cemeteries Trust
• City of Greater Dandenong
• Two Health Ministers
• Half a dozen senior bureaucrats and as many ministerial
advisors
CONTINUED PAGE 4
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SPRINGVALE PURCHASE
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

A change of State Government in
2014 had the potential to derail negotiations. “At that point we basically
had to start again with a new Health
Minister,” Jack said.
With dogged persistence by SSAA
Victoria, and support from the Shooters, Fishers and Farmers Party, in
April 2016 the Land Revocation Bill
passed through Parliament. It was
the last major hurdle stopping SSAA
Victoria from purchasing the land.
Since that time, it’s been a bureaucratic process involving Sport and
Recreation Victoria, Treasury and
Finance, the Valuer-General, the

Solicitor-General and the Governor-in-Council. And it all had to be
gazetted. Finally, the contracts had to
be drawn up and exchanged.
“On a positive note, the time taken to
buy the land has allowed us to build
up our financial position to the strongest it has been,” Jack said. “It meant
we didn’t have to rely on grant funding or a loan from SSAA National.”
A celebration will be held at the
Springvale Shooting Range on
Thursday, August 3. All members are
welcome to come along from 6pm to
make the occasion. Members of the
public have also been invited to an
open night on the same day, to try

pistol and rifle shooting.
The event will be covered in the October Victorian Shooter.

A brief history of Springvale Range
The below story is an excerpt from a Victorian Shooter in 2006, shortly after a truck ran into
the side of the SSAA Victoria’s Springvale Shooting Range in February 2006. The semi-trailer,
which was at the neighbouring recycling plant, ploughed right into the bistro, causing extensive
damage. The truck almost brought down the entire eastern wall of the bistro – the kitchen end –
and the wall of the bistro bordering the public range.
HANS WITTEVEEN
SSAA Victoria Life Member

T

he recent truck crash
at Springvale Shooting
Range has prompted
much reminiscing from members.
Before its availability, members
practiced shooting at Tynong and
Little River, and our meetings
were held in the ballroom of the
old Victorian Railways at Flinders
Street Station. Later meetings were
held at the theatrette of the ICI
building. The company had always
enthusiastically supported the
sport.

During one of these meetings, the
SSAA committee announced that
Melbourne had won the right to host
the 1973 World Shooting Champion-

A truck
from the
neighbouring
recycling
plant crashed
into the
side of the
Springvale
Shooting
Range in
February
2006.

ships. SSAA was allocated the Moving Target component. The plan was
to build a brand new multi-purpose
shooting range at Springvale.
We were granted a lease for 30
years from City of Springvale, with an
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option to extend it for another 30. A
subsequent local government amalgamation changed relationships and,
due to documentation issues, the
original offer was not carried through.
CONTINUED PAGE 5
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE4

So, it was all hands on deck if we
were going to get the range up and
running in time for the Worlds. When
I arrived for the first working bee,
there were already a few others
there. Part of the works were built
by commercial tradespeople, but
much was done by amateur volunteers being overseen by the tradesmen. Eventually daylight gave way
to dusk and pleasant thoughts of going home for dinner, but this was not
to be as a few people with foresight
(not the sort you put on your rifle) had
brought tilley lamps.
Eventually, our great and glorious
leaders suggested that hammering after midnight might disturb the
neighbourhood and we packed up.
Thinking back with satisfaction on
our contribution to progress and
tasks well and nobly done, we were
rudely brought back to reality with
“What are you doing tomorrow
night?”
And so, it began. It was a race
against time to have the facility
ready for 1973, when the eyes of the
shooting world were on Melbourne.
At the end, working bees were pretty
well continuous. Anyone turning up in
their spare time was given a job.
When you look at things now, the
painters, brickies, hammerers, the
concrete professionally laid free-of-

The semi trailer caused extensive damage
to the range, which took some time to
repair. INSET: The damage was evident
throughout the Springvale Shooting Range
bistro.

customs clearance, the guy had
to go from one manual (prohibited
imports), to another (exemptions),
to yet another schedule (permitted
trophies). But the end result is there
for all to see.
charge
by one of our own, it is impressive.
We were also very fortunate to have
the support of the Army Engineers.
Without them we would well and truly
have missed the championships. If
we had to pay for all of it, we could
never have afforded it. As it was, we
got well into the red.
But on the eve of the World Championships we were (almost) ready. The
last builders’ rubble had to be carted
around the back of the target houses
as we had run out of time to take it
to the tip. The World Championships
went off without a glitch. Most importantly, it left us with a facility, which
was since been developed from an
empty barn to the comfortable range
and clubrooms we all use today.
Over the years, other international
Moving Target shoots were hosted at
the Springvale Shooting Range. After
one of these, our friends across the
Tasman donated many of the hunting
trophies now decorating previously barren walls. When getting the
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Over the years the hall has seen
dinner dances that required repair
and reinforcement of the floor joists,
because of collective enthusiasm
by the dancers. We have had very
large public meetings to debate what
sort of gun laws shooters wanted
and didn’t want. Our special interest
clubs and our AGM meetings were
also held in the hall. We also hosted
all sorts of public events such as
displays, charity shoots and Scout
safety training. Our pistol facility has
expanded and, apart from ordinary
prone shooting, we now also have a
25m air rifle moving target range. We
have a brilliant restaurateur, Bruno,
and a club license. We were even in
a television series once.
Many a young shooter has had
their rudimentary opportunity at
Springvale Shooting Range, and long
may it continue. If at some stage we
must move, hopefully some other
amateur scribe will pick up the pen
(or peck away at the keyboard) to
keep the link of history continuing.
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Advertise in the

Victorian Shooter
magazine
SIZE

PRICE

Full page

$1400

Half page

$800

Quarter page

$450

Eighth page

$300

Page 3 (full page only)

$1500

6cm banner (front page)

$350

The Victorian Shooter magazine is a bi-monthly
electronic publication, available to all 36,000 SSAA
Victoria members. An electronic copy is emailed to
members and available on the website.
Member surveys show that the Victorian Shooter is
widely read among the membership and it is where the
majority of members look for SSAA news.
SSAA Victoria offers free ‘for sale’ advertising to its members
for small goods. Anyone wishing to advertise their business
should contact the Editor for an avertising agreement. A 10
per cent discount is offered on annual contracts.
Editor: Caitlin Pearson
Phone: 03 8892 2777
Email: caitlin.pearson@ssaavic.com.au
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Alex Barbagiannis, 13, shot more than a dozen geese at
a mango farm, while on a family holiday in Darwin. LEFT: The meat,
which was donated the patients of the renal unit at teh local hospital.

Giving back with geese

W

hen the average
13-year-old goes away
on holidays, donating
food to the local hospital would
be far from their minds. But that is
exactly what Alex Barbagiannis did
while on holidays with his family in
Darwin last November.
While up north, Alex had his first
crack at hunting geese under permit
on a mango farm. He’d been shooting clays for almost a year and fancied himself a pretty good shot. But it
was a big change. “They were coming from every direction,” he said. “It
was hard to lead them because I was
used to shooting clays.”
He bagged a heap of geese, weighing in at about 5kg or 6kg each. Not
wanting to waste the meat, the family’s friend John Bellman arranged for
it to be donated to the local hospital’s
renal unit. Alex said the indigenous
patients were grateful for the donations, which they took home to share
with their families. Most cooked the
meat in casseroles.
“I felt pretty good to give the meat
away,” Alex said. “When I found out
indigenous people were so much
more likely to get diabetes I felt very
bad for them. I’d definitely go there

Spending so much time at the hospital, would be difficult on individuals
and families. It is why Alex’s donation
meant so much to them, and made
his father, Bill, so proud. “I’ve been
shooting since I was a kid,” he said.
“It’s a family tradition, so it’s good to
pass something onto him and combining that with helping other people
makes it even better.”

Alex, with his sister, Irene, 16, while on their
family holiday in Darwin.
PICTURES: Supplied

again and not take any meat.” Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people
are almost four times more likely than
non-Indigenous Australians to have
diabetes or pre-diabetes.
Diabetes can damage the kidney
filters, leading to diabetic kidney disease, when generally means patients
must go on dialysis. The treatment
removes wastes and extra fluid from
the blood by pumping it through soft
tubes to a dialysis machine, where
it goes through a special filter called
a dialyze. It is then returned to your
blood stream. Patients at the renal
unit would generally spend three to
five hours, three times a week.
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Alex said the shooting experience in
Darwin was different to back home.
Over the course of the week hunting
up north, the weather was really hot
and humid – unlike the climate at
the swamps during duck season in
Victoria. The birds were also much
larger than ducks. “They were up so
high that they looked small, but when
I saw them up close they were very
big,” he said.
When he returned from holidays and
went back to Vermont Secondary
College, the other students were eager to hear about his experience. He
just couldn’t for Victoria’s duck and
quail seasons to open, so he could
keep practising his new skills.
Bill said Northern Territory Department of Primary Industries issued
the permit for the geese and actively
encouraged the mango farm owner.
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Helpful little critters
Ferrets and shooting
combine for rabbit
control program

Former refugees, Ruby Ley (right) and May May, ferreting at Werribee Park recently. Ferreting is combined with ground shooting on the property, to
control rabbits and protect the gardens. 								
PICTUREES: Caitlin Pearson

T

he stakes were high
when the Werribee Park
Conservation and Pest
Management Program was
introduced. At one of Victoria’s
most iconic tourist attractions –
the Werribee Mansion and State
Rose Garden – which plays host
to a revolving door of weddings,
preserving the huge botanical
collection of heritage-listed trees
and unique garden beds was high
on Parks Victoria’s agenda.

In 2013, when the program was introduced, an increasing rabbit population had been causing havoc, ringbarking the roses and damaging the
flora in the garden beds. Area Chief
Ranger for Werribee Plains James
Brincat said Parks Victoria had no
choice but to put guards around new
plantings for the first two years of
their life, or accept the fact that there
was a 70 per cent chance they would
die.
“We could have put guards up, but

Ruby pegs
the netting
into the
ground at
the exits of
the rabbit
burrows.
The rabbits
then run
into the
net, when
chased
out by the
ferret.

we’re a botanic garden and we
display plants,” he said. “We have to
sell space here for weddings which
raises money for the gardens, so
if we have a display here that’s not
looking good, we don’t get the wedding bookings.”
Parks Victoria was poisoning rabbits,
but public access heavily restricted
the locations where poisoning could
be carried out. It meant the program
was ineffective. Ground shooting, however, could be carried out
throughout the public gardens, while
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they were closed. So, Werribee Park
became the first public garden in
Victoria to introduce ground shooting
of rabbits.
“When we first started we were
getting 60 rabbits a night,” James
said. “The whole area was riddled
with burrows.” Using night vision
gear, with a shooter in the State Rose
Garden, and another shooter travelling on a buggy through the rest of
the grounds, the shooters had great
success.”
CONTINUED PAGE 9

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8

They began with weekly shoots on
a Thursday night, but, as the population declined, they were reduced
to once a fortnight. Around spring
and summer, when the animals
breed prolifically, they responded by
increasing the frequency of the program. “We’re now down to about 15 a
night, about once a fortnight,” James
said. “Now it’s difficult to get a rabbit.”
But the shooting alone is not responsible for the rabbit population reduction. In conjunction with the ground
shooting, Parks Victoria also introduced a ferreting program at the site.
The Karen people, former refugees
from South-East Asia, release their
ferrets into rabbit burrows and the
animals chase out rabbits.

The ferret ready to get to work. RIGHT: Ruby
(front) and May preparing the area.

“You can’t shoot down a burrow and
that’s where they rest,” he said. “The
ferreters can get to places that shooters can’t, and the shooters cannot
use long-range bullets, so you have
to be within 30m to shoot. The point
is, you could not have one without
the other, and see the change that
we have seen.”

“When they first started, they removed 360 rabbits in the first year,”
James said. “On average, they will
get five or six in a morning before the
gardens open. Our Senior Horticulturalist, Adam Smith, who maps out
the burrows using GPS, gives them a
marked spot to focus on.”

Ruby Ley is one of the Karen people
involved in the ferreting program at
Werribee Park. He has been ferreting
with friends for about three or four
years. “I have been to the riverbank
at Melton a lot of times, and to Altona. I asked Parks Victoria for permission to ferret (at Werribee Park).”

James said both the ferreting and the
ground shooting had a role to play.

Ruby is a horticulturalist working at
Shadowfax Wines next door to Werri-

bee Park. In summer, he ferrets twice
a week before the park opens to the
public, from day break until about
10am. “Sometimes I get there at
three or four in the morning,” he said.
Rabbits are not prolific in Ruby’s birth
country, but he has learned how to
cook great meals using the meat.
“We cook it with chilli,” he said.
James said none of the carcases go
to waste, which is another unique
aspect of the program. “The Karen
people who take part in the harvest,
by picking up rabbits, ferreting, or
cooking for the SSAA Victoria shooters can take the rabbits home to
cook for their families,” James said.
The use of the meat, meant the Parks
Victoria had to forfeit its poisoning
program altogether, and all rabbits
must receive headshots. “Stopping
the poisoning didn’t worry us, but it
matters to other parks,” James said.
“As for the shooting, we have to use
the best of the best. They have to be
a crack shot.”

May (left) and Ruby with their first catch of the day. Ruby, who is a horticulturalist at a local
winery, ferrets at Werribee Park before work.

SSAAVIC.COM.AU

The rabbit numbers are kept under
control when the program is run regularly, but the population would build
up quickly if it was abandoned. Within three months, James said damage
on the flora would be evident. Eradication of rabbits is unachievable,
so consistent and creative control
programs are a must.
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Karen community transforms Werribee

T

he Karen community has had a profound impact on Werribee
Park, according to Werribee Plains Area Chief Ranger
James Brincat. The Karen people are an ethnic group, which
hails from South-East Asia. The Karen people in Burma have been
fighting a 60-year civil war against the Burmese military regime for
autonomy and cultural rights. After fleeing ethnic cleansing, about
140,000 Karen refugees are living in camps in Thailand.

A large volunteer program called Working Beyond the Boundaries
has brought many former refugees to Werribee Park. Aimed at reducing isolation, particularly for the Karen women, the program’s impact
has spread far beyond them. Their contribution has transformed the
grounds, and changed the lives of the Parks Victoria staff involved.
“They have created our community garden, which is massive now and
produces a lot of vegetables,” James said. “Other programs, like the
ferreting, mould into that.” The Karen people are traditionally farmers,
living in small mountain villages, who grow rice and vegetables, and
raise animals. Because of their years in the camps, Karen are great
hunter-gatherers, which boosts the success of the ferreting program.
The Karen are also very selfless, community-minded people, according to James. Everything they do, is done with the involvement of others, and for the community. “They are forever considering the community, their group of friends that they are with, or their extended family,
which includes non-relatives,” he said. “Our programs that involve the
Karen are generally quite large.”
When the Karen people first came to Werribee Park, James said he
was unaware of the big cultural differences between them and Australians. It made for a few awkward encounters early on. “The Karen
people are very egalitarian when it comes to sex,” he said. “If you’re a
man or a woman you have the same role. So, Karen women hunt, fish
and garden, they cook and they clean. Karen men do the same. In fact,
they will tell you that you are not a Karen man if you don’t know at least
50 recipes for cooking.”
Twenty-five-year-old Hsar Thein is one of the Karen people who has
benefited from Parks Victoria’s program. He was born in Mae La Camp
– the largest refugee camp in Thailand – alongside more than 40,000
other refugees.
Life is difficult for the residents at Mae La. The United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) delivers weekly food rations or
rice and oil, but not everyone receives them. The houses, designed
to be temporary, are made from bamboo or other wood, and the roofs
are composed of thatched leaves. Due to the building materials, many
homes have burnt down in fires.
Hsar lived at Mae La until he was 16 years old. AMES Australia, which
provides settlement services to newly arrived refugees and humanitarian entrants, took Hsar on as a client. The organisation supported him
in finding the Apprentice Gardener/Ranger position he now holds with
Parks Victoria.
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Aussie first
long-range
event in
Mildura

The SSAA Victoria Mildura Branch hosted the first official Precision Rifle Series event in Australia, in June. Competitors travelled from across the
state and beyond to attend. 									
PICTURES: Shuan Doyle

C

onsider all of the knowledge
you have about shooting
– sighting in your rifle,
reading the wind, carefully
assessing the target, reading the
distance and calming your body
before taking the shot.

Now try doing it all after going flat
out on a rowing machine, or running
up and down with a dumbbell in your
hand. That is what Precision Rifle
Series competitions demand.
SSAA Victoria’s Mildura Branch in
June became the first Australian
shooting club to host an official
PRS event and it was met with huge
support from across the state and
beyond.
Mildura Branch President Paul Cohrs
said PRS was all about challenging
the shooters’ shooting skills, stamina
and mental state. To be a successful
PRS shooter, one must be able to
shoot accurately at long distances,
regardless of altering environmental
factors and solve problems quickly.

Some of the competitors decked-out and ready for the next stage. BELOW: Stages were
purpose-built for the event.

“We split the competition up into
stages,” he said. “An example of
what we might do is, get their heart
pumping, then have them lie down
and shoot long-distance straight
away. So, you have to calm your
body, control your breathing and pull
the trigger, all while you’re puffed out
and your hands are shaking.”
CONTNUED PAGE 12
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Each of the stages in the competition required competitors to
be flexible and push themselves to the limit. INSET: One of the
stations required people to increase their heartrate on a rowing
machine prior to shooting.
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 11

At one of the stages, five tyres
were strung up at the firing
line and the competitor had to
rest their firearm on the tyre
so shoot. The competitor had
to remember which sequence
to shoot, all while resting their
firearm on the tyres, which
moved slightly.
At another stage the competitors were required to lift 20kg
dumbbells and carry them 5m
before shooting a sequence.
“It evens everybody up,” Paul
said. “You have shooters that
do it shoot every day of the
week, but when everyone’s
bodies are stressed out and a
time factor is added, no matter
how much practice they have, it
all goes out the window.
The June 3 event attracted
competitors from across the
state, and interstate. With long
range shooting events taking
off, the Branch plans to cater
to the demand and host other
PRS-style events in the future.

Mildura Branch
President Paul Cohrs
said the environment
constantly changed
during PRS
competitions.

Another stage
required competitors
to unpack the
contents of their
backpack prior to
shooting.
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FACES OF SSAA VICTORIA
In July 2016 SSAA Victoria ran the ‘Faces of SSAA Victoria’ campaign to find members who
represented the organisation’s vision, mission and objectives. These people are featured on the
new website which was launched in September 2016 and their stories will be shared with the
membership and the wider community over the coming months. Each of them has a different
story to tell, whether it be their hunting philosophy; their passion for reloading; their drive to
help and educate others or their experience breaking down the stigmas sometimes attached to
the shooting sports. Keep an eye out for each story on the website and in future editions of this
magazine. In this edition we introduce you to two more of the new Faces of SSAA Victoria.

Donna Smigielski

Donna Smigielski spends her working days helping people feel beautiful in her salon. But, in her own time, she loves taking her make-up off and
going ‘out bush’.										
PICTURE: Tatjana Plitt

Salon owner loves to dress down in camo

D

CAITLIN PEARSON
Victorian Shooter Editor

onna Smigielski is an
inspiring young woman. The
28-year-old beauty therapist
owns her own salon – DBB Skin
& Laser – and spends most of
her working week administering
the business and performing
treatments on her loyal customers.
On any given day Donna may be

answering phone inquiries, carrying
out treatments on someone with
severe acne, resolving skin pigmentation problems, reducing a person’s
scarring or removing embarrassing
and unwanted hair from their body.

But on weekends Donna’s life is a
stark contrast. She regularly dons
her camouflage outfit, packs her rifle
in her pink gun bag and heads out
hunting and camping with her dad.
“My work life is very different to my
personal life,” she said. “At work, I
need to be all done up and have a
big focus of professionalism, both in
looks and behaviour. When I’m out
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hunting I’m all decked-out in camo
and just let my hair down. Obviously,
we are very safety conscious when
handling guns, but it’s a lot of fun.”

Donna’s father has hunted since he
was young, and all the men in her
family go on regular hunting trips.
“They had a father and son trip about
five or six years ago and, because
my dad only has two daughters,
he went without me,” she said. “I
cracked it at him and said it wasn’t
fair that he went on his own just
because he didn’t have a son. So the
next time he invited me and it went
from there. Now I go out all the time.”
CONTINUED PAGE 14
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Donna is a young business woman, working in the beauty industry, and many people are surprised to hear that she is also a hunter. BELOW: A
behind-the-scenes shot of Donna, taken during the Faces of SSAA Victoria photoshoot at Eagle Park.

just help manage the pests, they
often cook what they harvest. “We
eat rabbits and goat,” she said. “We
usually put rabbit in the slow cooker
and finish it in the oven, like a stew.”

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 13

While she only began hunting a few
years ago, Donna always enjoys the
outdoors and camping. Instead of
big trips overseas or up north during
school holidays, Donna and her family regularly went on 4WD holidays.
“My dad and cousin had been
going to this one station in NSW for
20-something years,” she said. “Everyone used to be there and we’d go
out on the quads in groups of three
or four. They had pigs there but we
didn’t really look for them.
“It’s not the best hunting trip but you
get to go away. You’re in that kind of
environment and it’s just peaceful
and different.”
Donna is one of the many hunters
who does her bit to help manage
pest animals, which cost the country
millions each year. Her main targets –
feral goats, foxes and rabbits.
There are estimated to be about 2.6
million feral goats in Australia. The
animals cost the livestock industry
about $25 million each year, exclud-

ing their impact on the environment
or pasture degradation.
The cost of rabbits to Australian
primary producers is much higher – at
$113 million per year in lost production and population control. With
about 200 million rabbits across the
country, they have a huge impact on
crops, pastures, revegetation and
forestry seedlings, and contribute to
soil erosion.
But, perhaps the worst pest of all,
the fox has the greatest impact on
our native species. Several species
have become extinct due to foxes.
The animals can kill up to 20 per cent
of lambs born and cost the sheep industry about $100 million each year.
Donna and her family do more than
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Despite knowing she is helping the
primary production industry and
enjoying the outdoors, sometimes
Donna is hesitant to tell people about
her hobby. “People assume the
worst,” she said. “I think people have
a tendency to think guns are dangerous and if you have a gun it means
you are an awful person. If I’m going
away, I don’t say I’m going hunting – I
just say I’m going camping.
While she is yet to come across
another beauty therapist who hunts,
Donna has had a few clients who
share her passion. “When you have
a conversation you might say certain
words and another hunter will pick up
that you are a hunter,” she said. “I’ve
had a few clients who are into it.”
Donna said “nothing compared” to
being outdoors, away from phone
reception, and unwinding after a long
week at work.

Annealing: Part science, part craft
In this instalment, Ross Williams describes a useful approach to using a gas torch.
ROSS WILLIAMS
Victorian Shooter contributor

LEFT:
Lee threejaw chuck
grips
extractor
groove.
BELOW:
Installed
in threejaw
chuck,
case can
be rotated
by drill in
gas torch
flame.

Red is a trap

A

nnealing with a gas torch is
bedevilled by a myth. You
may have heard it yourself:
“Heat the brass until it glows
red, then cool it in cold water”.
Sometimes the colour is called
“cherry red”.
But the truth is, if cartridge brass
shows any sort of red glow in daylight, or under electric lighting, the
metal has been heated for too long.
Chances are that it’s over-annealed,
or robbed of the elasticity we need,
and burnt.
“Burning the brass” means causing it
to lose some, or most, of its zinc. In
other words, it ceases to be cartridge
brass and has permanently lost the
properties which make it suitable for
handloading.
After cooling, burnt brass shows a
distinct copper-red colour in areas
where loss of zinc has occurred.
Some observers call the colour
red-bronze. Once seen, it won’t be
confused with the reddish-brown hue
normally linked with well-annealed
brass.

The Naramore method
Named after the late Earl Naramore,
who publicised it for an earlier generation of handloaders even if he
didn’t develop it himself. In skilled
hands, it offers good control, but the
skill-building calls for careful practice.
Every detail in the following description is essential:
1) Polish the neck, shoulder and upper part of the body of each case to a
full, bright shine, using fine steel wool
or a household brass polish.

2) Ensure that the work is well-lit,
but avoid direct sunlight. Diffused
daylight is best. If the lighting is not
right, you cannot read the heat signs
properly. (Under a verandah on the
side of the house facing away from
the sun is usually okay. To diffuse the
light effectively, make a workbench
tent from any suitable frame and thin,
white bedsheets. Mine is a 1m-cube
open at the front and works well.)
3) Some means of rotating the case
is advisable. A Lee three-jaw chuck
and lock stud, as shown in the photos, is cheap and practical. Mounted
in an electric drill, it allows you to
take the cases to the gas flame.
However, you must control the speed
of the drill – 60rpm is close to ideal.
(I’ve inserted a stud in a battery drill’s
trigger, thus restricting the trigger’s
movement.) Alternatively, move the
flame evenly around the brass, which
is easier to say than do.
4) Use a small, hot, pointed flame.
For neck annealing, play the flame
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on the lower half of the neck, from
a horizontal direction. If you need to
anneal the case shoulders for case
forming or for reducing the effects of
strain hardening, play the flame on
the bottom of the shoulders, again
from a horizontal direction. If the
flame has a noticeable downward
angle, the anneal will quickly run
downwards, and can move so fast
that you may not have time to prevent
it from travelling too far.
5) Watch for colour changes in the
brass, while monitoring the state of
the shine. As soon as the surface
shows a light bluish suffusion – without losing its shine – remove the
brass from the flame. The colour
change should occur within five to six
seconds.
The light bluish suffusion signifies a temperature in the desirable
400-500C-range. Loss of shine, however, indicates that grain growth is
well under way. You do not want that.
CONTINUED PAGE 16
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 15

stop, tip the case over.
9) The water must be kept at room
temperature or a little above, so
it needs frequent replacement. If
allowed to heat up, it will lose some
of its protective ability and will make
the annealing less uniform from case
to case.

a golden-bronze tinge instead of
reddish-brown, but without the blue
border.

Continued in October.

Nickel plating

Annealed brass case: A well-annealed brass
case. Retained shine, typical reddish-brown
hues. Hint of bluish band at neck junction.

6) Treated cases should be set aside,
slow air cooling being okay. If it is
more convenient to drop the cases
in warm water, do so. It cannot affect
correctly annealed brass, though it
will mean drying every case later.4
7) After the cases have cooled, study
them. With neck annealing, the necks
should still be shiny, and have a
reddish-brown hue. Where the shoulders join the necks, there can be a
bluish band (not to be confused with
the bluish suffusion we saw while applying the heat). With more extensive
annealing, bluish bands may be seen
lower on the shoulder and just below
the shoulder. These bluish bands are
normal, but their absence is normal
too. By comparing the uniformity of
the colouration from case-to-case,
we can gauge how uniformly they
have been annealed, which is an
important step.
8) If case-forming requires annealing
to more than a third of the original
length (a rare situation), stand the
brass in water deep enough to cover
two-thirds of the unannealed portion.
The aim is to protect the case head
and lower body. Then, carefully rotate the water container or move the
torch’s flame around the case. When
the colour and shine signs tell one to

Nickel-plated cases are tricky
because they do not give the same
visual signs as unplated brass. In
place of the bluish suffusion, we will
see dark, shadowy waves flickering or flowing across the surface.
They can be hard to see but they
signify the 400-500C-range. When
the nickel has cooled, it will show

Annealed nickel: A well-annealed, nickel plated
case.

Annual General
Meeting reminder

T

he SSAA Victoria 2017 Annual General Meeting will be
held on Sunday, September 17 at Hotel Bruce County (445
Blackburn Rd, Mount Waverley, VIC 3149). Members of the
Association are invited to attend the meeting, which will open at
2pm.

Nominations to fill the four Board vacancies closed on Friday, July 7,
2017. The ballot papers have now been posted to all eligible members.
Anyone who has not received their ballot papers by Monday, August 7,
should contact the Returning Officer Frank Pirera 9328 4722.
Financial accounts for the year ending April 2017 will be available on the
SSAA Victoria website (ssaavic.com.au) prior to the meeting or upon
written request.
The results of the postal ballot will be announced at the 2017 AGM.
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A guide to talking to politicians

O

ver the past 18 months,
SSAA Victoria has called
on members to contact
politicians on several occasions.
But the prospect of approaching
politicians is often daunting to
members, who have had little
experience in dealing with them.
The Victorian Firearms Regulations
will be reviewed in the next few
months; so, politicians now need to
be made aware of how many shooters live in their electorates. Making
politicians aware of how many shooters are in their electorate will help
them support sensible firearm laws.

Why should members
approach politicians?
SSAA Victoria regularly meets with
politicians from all sides of government, including Senators, Shadow
Ministers and backbenchers. Concerns about the National Firearms
Agreement and the Victorian Firearm
Regulations have been a centrepiece
of many meetings in the past 18
months.
However, advice SSAA Victoria has
received from politicians is that,
when combined with industry lobbying, visits from local constituents
– whose votes directly impacted their
chance of getting re-elected – had a
far greater impact on MPs.

SSAA Victoria’s
investigation
Over the past several months, SSAA
Victoria has obtained advice from
several different politicians belonging
to three different political parties.
And the advice from all of them is the
same.
Form emails or template emails do
not work. Several politicians confirmed that, once they identified a
form email, they were able to set up

SSAA Victoria encourages members to contact their local MP now, ahead of the sunset of the
Victorian Firearm Regulations next year.

filters to automatically delete duplicates sent from different addresses.

So, what does work?
The overwhelming feedback SSAA
Victoria received was that the best
way to get a politician’s attention was
to request a face-to-face meeting at
their electoral office.
The Association raised the issue of
lack of responses to meeting requests. Several politicians said that
two or three quick phone calls to their
electoral office, or an email request
followed by a phone call would do the
trick.
Due to work and family commitments, a meeting during office hours
with a local MP would be impossible
for some members. In those cases,
a phone call to the electoral office
during a break, or a hard copy letter
would be most likely to get attention.
Several politicians told SSAA Victoria that electoral office staff did alert
their MP bosses when the same
issues were repeatedly brought up in
letters and phone calls.

What should you say?
SSAA Victoria has received many
phone calls from people wanting
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to know what to say. It is important
to note that a letter or meeting can
be short and simple, but have great
effect.
In your letter, or during your meeting,
inform your local MP of the following:
•

That you live in their electorate.

•

That you are a hunter/target
shooter/firearm owner/collector,
etc.

•

That you want to know their
stance on Victorian firearm laws.

•

That you will vote in the 2018
Victorian Election according to
the MP’s demonstrated support
of sporting shooters.

It’s important to remember that MPs
are very busy people, so members
should express their concerns within
10 minutes.
In the meeting, your local MP will
most likely ask for more information
about your interest in the shooting
sports. If you wish to invite your MP
to your local range, SSAA Victoria
would be happy to join you there.
Find your electorate: http://www.parliament.vic.gov.au/electorates/
Find your member: http://www.par-
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PROTECT YOUR VISION
AND HEARING

Ear protection is mandatory for everyone on SSAA Victoria ranges.
Eye protection is recommended for all shooters and mandatory for
juniors (under 18) on all centrefire and rimfire ranges.

For more information contact the Sporting
Shooters Association of Australia Victoria.
Phone: 03 8892 2777
ssaavic.com.au

Pistol club’s transformation

T

he transformation at the
Mildura Branch’s Sunraysia
Pistol Club goes well beyond
the cosmetic. A combination of
the past year’s capital works, the
integration of younger committee
members and the emphasis on
socialising breathed new life into
the club.

About two years ago the club had
just under 100 members, but they
were “getting older”. It was getting
more difficult for the club members to
carry out the physical work required
to run shoot days and maintain the
range.
President Russell Dawson recognised that younger committee
members would help carry the load
physically, but also bring new ideas
and help generate a change of mindset in the existing membership.
“Russell pushed to get some younger
people onto the committee,” Secretary Peter Carter said. “He was
responsible for getting our Vice
President, who is about 30, on board.
His partner then became my Assistant Secretary and we have some
other young people as well. We
have a ratio of about 50:50 older to
young so we have a broad range of
experience.”
The pistol club introduced a daylight
savings shoot in summer and it was
swamped by shooters. “With all the

CLOCKWISE FROM ABOVE:
The preparations to install the new
dividing walls. The concrete for the
walls was poured on-site. A large
crane was used to lift the walls into
place.

interest that we were generating, we found people were
getting disgruntled because
they couldn’t shoot,” Peter said.
In response to the need, the club
instigated construction works. It
teamed-up with the main branch of
Mildura to purchase new tilt-slab
walls, which were poured on-site, to
separate the club’s single 90mx100m
range into three 30x100m ranges.
“Now we can run multiple disciplines
at a time on one shoot day,” Peter
said. “We can run classic on one
range, metallic silhouette on another and a third on the other. We can
close one range down and repair targets while the others keep shooting.”
About 25-30 people now attend the
Wednesday night shoots on average
and many are keen to socialise. So,
the pistol club holds a monthly dinner

Sunraysia Pistol Club introduced a monthly dinner after regular shoot days. It has grown so
popular that about 45 people regularly attend.
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shoot. “One of the older fellas comes
out and cooks fried rice or roast and,
after the shoot, we sit around the fire
and socialise,” Peter said. “Now have
wives and partners joining and coming out. About 12 ladies now shoot
and they are all young – between 25
and 50.” When the monthly dinner
rolls around, about 45 people head to
the range.
The club’s membership has increased to 175, and more members
are regularly coming to shoot. Its
growth is also benefiting other Mildura Branch clubs, with several members also joining the Border Vigilantes Single-Action Shooting Club.
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Bunnings supports local branch

S

SAA Victoria’s East Gippsland Branch now has
new shelving in both of its containers, thanks to
a generous donation from Bairnsdale Bunnings.

The branch committee approached its local Bunnings
store to request a donation and Activities Co-ordinator
Tony Nasrallah went above and beyond to help.
“He came out with all the timber and built the shelves in
our 20-foot container,” President Tim Brooking said. “He
was there all day working and, when he was finished, he
left enough materials for us to build shelving in our 40foot container.”
Bunnings donated the materials and labour free-ofcharge to the branch, and it has transformed the containers. “It means we can store everything where we can find
it,” Tim said. “Our Range Officer jackets, merchandise
for sale, targets and everything else used to be in a huge
pile and now it’s sorted neatly. It means we don’t double
up on things anymore. You know, people used to go out
and buy more screws because they couldn’t find the ones
we had. Well, that doesn’t happen anymore.”

Bairnsdale Bunnings donated the materials and labor for the shelves at
the Buchan Rifle Range.

Tim encouraged other SSAA Victoria branches and subclubs to approach their local Bunnings stores for donations, if they had works planning. “All of the Bunnings
stores have an employee, who oversees community
development-type activities,” he said. “We just went and
saw them because, if you don’t ask, you won’t get.”
Prior to the shelves donation, Bairnsdale Bunnings
had donated material for target frames to the branch.
Buchan Quarry also supported the branch by donating
$2000-worth of rocks for the carpark and walkways.

Changes to approved club conditions

M

ost SSAA Victoria
members are aware
that the Association
is an approved Handgun
Target Shooting and Hunting
Organisation. This Victoria
Police certification means that
membership to SSAA Victoria
satisfies the “genuine reason”
requirement to hold a firearm
licence.

Firearm licence applications and
renewals have long-stated that,
“membership (to Approved Handgun
Target Shooting and Hunting Organisations) must be current at the time
of application and you must maintain
your club membership for the duration of your firearm licence”.
Previously, it was up to individuals to
retain their membership and Licensing and Regulation Division (LRD)
did not explicitly require membership

lists from SSAA Victoria. The Assoiation’s handgun sub-clubs were
required to report to LRD.
However, a condition of the certification has now changed. All approved
Handgun Target Shooting and Hunting Organisations are now required to
provide the Chief Commissioner with
the names of people who fail to renew
their memberships within 28 days.
The condition states: “The Approved
Club must provide written advice to
the Chief Commission on persons
who do not continue to be financial
members of the club within 28 days
of them becoming unfinancial.”
People who have used their membership to SSAA Victoria as the genuine
reason could face fines and loss of
firearms when and if LRD follows up.
SSAA Victoria met with LRD to
request the change be overturned,
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without success. The Association was informed that if it failed to
comply with the conditions it could
be stripped of its approved Handgun
Target Shooting and Hunting Organisation status. It would mean no one
could use their membership as their
genuine reason.
The new conditions apply to all approved Handgun Target Shooting and
Hunting Organisations, so if a person
uses Australian Deer Association,
Field and Game Australia or other
similar memberships as their genuine
reason, the above conditions also
apply to them.
SSAA Victoria encourages members
to make their shooting friends aware
of the change to ensure they are not
caught out.
SSAA Victoria will begin report when
the new administrative procedure has
been finalised.

RELOADING FEATURE

Why reload?

RON JAMES
Victorian Shooter contributor

T

here are many reasons to
reload your own ammunition
– cost saving and matching
specific ammunition to your
rifle are, perhaps, the two most
important. Cartridge case brass
can be reloaded six or more times
if you look after it. The cost of all
reloading components has risen
recently, but it is still cheaper
per unit than buying factory
ammunition.

Reloading is a fascinating part of
the shooting process and is safe if
you follow the sensible rules. Before
beginning reloading, it is important
to purchase one or more reloading
manuals and read them thoroughly.
The manuals will give you a theoretical understanding of the reloading
process.
Considerable savings can be made
by watching for sales of components
in retail shops or online. Buying
bullets in bulk is the source of further
savings once you know what you
need. The same applies to powder –
once you have settled on the powder
that you use most, it may pay you
to buy in larger amounts. ADI, for
instance, has 1kg and 4kg containers
in some of its powder range, which
offer considerable savings. Certainly, the costs per cartridge unit are
less when you produce your own. It
is particularly beneficial if you are a
varmint or target shooter that usually
requires many rounds at each shooting session.
The ability to match components
to your personal requirements is,

perhaps, the most important reason
to reload. It is also possible to extend
the capabilities of any cartridge
simply by changing the bullet type.
While this is a simple statement, the
vast range of good bullets now available allows you to load for a specific
purpose.
Consider the .22-250 Remington cartridge matched with a factory varmint
rifle. You might start off using a basic
soft-point flat-based 55-grain bullet.
Can we improve the performance
by changing bullets? The general
answer is yes, with the proviso that
heavier, longer bullets require a
faster twist barrel to stabilise them.

.22/250 cases loaded with three different
bullets. PICTURES: Ron James

There are a couple of different approaches depending on the individual’s requirements. You might consider
upgrading to a harder bullet, such as
the Nosler Partition or a Nosler Ballistic Tip, depending on which animal
you are hunting. If one desires better
range capability, they could change
to a heavier bullet with a low drag
profile. It has two effects – it will shoot
flatter and carry more energy where
the target is. Do not be fooled by the
higher velocity argument, the heavier
better bullet will win every time where
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it counts – downrange.
The range of bullets for hunting
has exploded. Today you should
research before you buy to make
sure that the bullet you purchase fits
your personal hunting requirements.
One side effect of this vast range of
bullets is that many older cartridges have a new lease of life; newer
bullet designs have upgraded their
capabilities.
Consider the .270 Winchester cartridge – only eight years away from
its centenary. It made its name using
a 130-grain flat-based spitzer at a
nominal 2900fps. The load might be
considered marginal for deer. If we
load the cartridge with a 130-grain
Nosler Partition or a RWS H Mantel
design suddenly have a whole new
ball game – the marginal load is now
more than adequate.
The same applies to the Hornady
Interbond range of bullets and others
– you must research to find the best
bullet to meet your requirements. The
same logic applies, of course, to any
other cartridge. You can upgrade the
performance without buying another
rifle for a specific purpose.
CONTINUED PAGE 22

Reloading
allows
flexibility,
.30/06
cases
can be
converted
to .270 W
and .26/06
Remington.
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CONTINUED FROME PAGE 21

Reloading may be the only way
to usefully shoot some older rifles
because factory ammunition may no
longer be available. If you can obtain
the correct brass or alter a different
case to the original design, you are in
business. Just be careful with older
cases. They were usually designed
to operate at much lower pressures
than more modern designs. Be very
careful with the type of powder used
and do not overload.

Reloading is also capable of extending the range and scope of an individual cartridge, merely by altering
the type of bullet used. However, it
is useless using hard bullets against
soft varmint-type animals. Similarly,
a soft-point hunting bullet may be
totally inadequate against a hardboned animal, which requires a tough
bullet capable of punching through
bone and muscle to reach an animal’s vitals.

search, so remember to read those
manuals.

But the secret to reloading is re-

Shoot safe!

Research the components properly before you
start the reloading process.

The birth of ‘green hunting’
STEVEN FINE
Victorian Shooter contributor

T

o run a successful business,
you must always offer
cutting-edge service and
technology. Offering something
different will ensure you become a
leader of the pack.

In about 1998 an elephant was
darted in the famous Timbavati area,
which is now part of the Greater
Kruger National Park. The elephant
was darted for tracking and study
purposes, and the project was hailed
as a great success.
Soon after many safari companies,
including my own, saw an opportunity
to capitalise on the project’s success.
Working with a veterinary surgeon, we
began offering ‘green hunting’ opportunities to locals and tourists.
We would stalk and shooting tranquilisers at the animals to fit satellite
tracking collars, insert transponders
for tracking and identification, or
undertake ear-notching of rhinoceros
for identification purposes. With the
cost of the drugs built into the safari
booking fees, the vet was relived of
the projects’ financial burden.
For safety reasons, darting was carried out from an open 4WD, and not
on foot. When an animal had been

ABOVE:
A white rhinoceros, which had been darted.
RIGHT: Steven Fine’s client and good friend,
Roland Brittan, touching the immobilised rhino.

darted, we would allow the visitors to
touch the animal and learn about it
up-close. If, for example, we darted
a lion, my clients would help carry it
to shade; we would show them how
to put eye drops into its eyes; and
massage the area around the eyes to
prevent them from drying out.
When darting lion, I always showed
my clients the tiny claw that each one
has in the tuft of its tail. Many rangers and guides never knew this. The
claw is, in fact, an extension of the
spine.
After darting lions, we also required
an armed guide to stay close and
observe the animal from a vehicle
until it woke up, which could take
several hours. Unlike other animals,
lions cannot be given a reversal
sedative when the veterinary work is
complete, because their systems are
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not strong enough. If the guides left
the sedated lions on their own, other
lions or hyenas would kill them.
Rhinoceros and elephants were easy
– the reversal drugs, like Naltrexone,
would have the animals on their
feet and joining the herd within 30
seconds.
For many years I worked with wild
vets and they would advise me in
advance if they had to dart lions for
relocation purposes or satellite collars. Together we ensured everything
was considered in planning – the type
of animal or animals to be darted; the
area to be covered; safety and security; rangers appropriately armed;
logistics and more.
CONTINUED PAGE 23

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 22

One memory involved a safari I hosted for about a dozen French people
from an international pharmaceutical
company. They landed in Johannesburg, then flew in a twin-engine
aircraft to the Hippo Pools airstrip
near Kruger. We fetched them in
two vehicles, with a trailer for their
luggage.

GREEN HUNTING FACT
Heavy insurance is taken out when darting animals. If a darted lion was
to fall off a cliff or into a river while semi-sedated and died, the insurance company would pay out the value of the lion. But if a lion was killed
in self-defence, the lodge would not get a cent.

We arrived at the lodge where we
would dart several sub-adult lions
for relocation purposes. There were
simply too many lions on a property
of 3000ha. We were to dart several
lions, which would be moved to a
much larger local game lodge.
After their arrival, I allowed them to
shoot with the gas-operated dart gun
at targets. We presented talks on
wildlife, the darting operation, what
we would do, and their role with do’s
and don’ts. Two days later, the winter
sun welcomed us as we sipped coffee next to a warm fire in camp. With
our portable radios and rifles, we set
out in three vehicles to where the
lions were located.
The carnivores were used to ‘game
spotting’ vehicles and we could drive
within 10-20m of them. After the first
shot, the the lion scattered a short
distance but settled down close by.
The excitement for the group was
immeasurable as they chatted away
marvelling at the action. The first lion
was now out for the count. We darted
several more but a wind gust took
one dart off-target.
We gave the all clear signal and soon
the group climbed out the vehicles
and interacted with the lions. They
patted them and took photographs.
After a short while, the truck arrived
to move the cats with three rangers
and a wild vet on board.
When patting or handling lions it is
essential that gloves are worn and
hands are thoroughly washed afterwards with an alcohol-based washing
soap. This is because lions often

Steven Fine showing a French group how to
aim and fire the dart gun at a paper target.
LEFT: A five-year-old male lion, weighing
219kg, immobilised to be fitted with a satellite
collar. His head was kept on a blanket to
protect his eyes from the soil.

the size of a tennis ball.
carry Echinococcus tapeworm larvae
around their mouths. They transmit
these larvae among themselves by
regularly licking each other. That
type of tapeworm larvae is deadly to
humans.
On the way back to basecamp, I
decided to stop and see if we could
find the dart we lost in the wind gust.
I instructed my group to stay on
board with a ranger while I walked to
a bush where I spotted the bright-coloured flight of the dart. My rifle was
in the vehicle, but I always carried a
.357 magnum revolver holstered to
my belt.
When I arrived near the dart I was
met by a fully grown black-maned
lion, which jumped up out of the long
grass. I froze. The ranger in the 4x4
cocked his rifle, but the lion was
obscured by my body and a tree. The
lion was growling like mad, he rushed
forward, then retreated into the bush.
When he retreated, I picked up a rock
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Then old Simba rushed at me again
and, as he did, the adrenalin gave
me extra power. I threw the rock with
all my might at the stony and rocky
ground just in front of the growling
beast. This resulted in my rock colliding with much larger rocks and wild
sparks flew all over.
The lion growled louder yet retreated further into the bush. When he
did, I backed off to re-join the group,
walking backwards with my revolver
now in my hand and glancing over
my shoulder every second or two
to make sure that I did not trip over
any rocks or vegetation. The French
burst into loud shouts, clapping and
cheering.
A powerful revolver was better than
nothing, but the chances of hitting a
charging lion between the eyes with
a handgun were remote. The lion
would have reached me in less than
two seconds. But the rock stopped it.
I still laugh about it today.
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Ladies
lining up for
the shot
The ladies tried shotgun, pistol, rifle and black powder at the Shepparton Branch’s Ladies Come-and-Try day. BELOW: One of the ladies, who
enjoyed shooting at the event.

A

ustralian female shooters
are taking the world by
storm. Macedon’s Catherine
Skinner taking out the country’s
first gold at the Rio Olympics really
put sports shooting at the forefront
of the minds of the average
Australian.
It’s no wonder more women want to
take up the sport. And SSAA Victoria’s Shepparton Branch is taking
advantage of it. On the back of its
incredibly popular inaugural Ladies
CAT (come-and-try) Day in 2016, the
branch hosted another Ladies Come
and Try Day in April.
Branch Secretary Tony Connell said
they were flooded with inquiries and
bookings from the moment the event
was first publicised. All up, 85 women
aged between 12 and 70 participated
on the day. “We capped it at that because we couldn’t cope with more,”
he said. “We could’ve had double, it
was that popular.”
The women had a go at pistol, rifle
and shotgun shooting, along with
some black powder. Split into groups
of five, working at the rifle range end
of the Midland Highway shooting

Bertram Bullets Seymour all sponsored the event.
The local media also supported the
branch by publicising the event. WIN
TV came out for the event and the
Advertiser and Shepparton News
published stories about it.

range, the groups could shoot rifle,
shotgun and pistol at the same time.
“We had three people instructing on
shotguns at a time, and we had a
Musket there for them to try, along
with a .375 Magnum,” Tony said. “We
just wanted to show them the variety
of the shooting sports.” Once everyone had tried all the disciplines on
offer, the club hosted a lunch at its
clubrooms.
The Shepparton locals, and wider
community, really got behind the
branch in sponsoring the event. John
Argilla from Into Shooting, Fowles
Wines Avenel, Beretta Australia,
Bronze Wing Australia and Bruce
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Tony said a lot of work went into
planning for the event. “It takes a
long time to do it,” he said. “You have
to have the committee right behind
the organisers, you have to dedicate
time to approaching sponsors and be
friendly to them.” Tony said it took a
lot of persistence and early planning
to prepare for a day like the Ladies
Come-and-Try Day.
It may be hard work, but Tony said it
was well worth it for the branch. “All
of our members embrace it,” he said.
“It’s publicising the range, publicising
shooting, and we have to spread the
message that it’s a good sport. It
looks more inviting when women are
shooting – it looks more family-oriented, and that’s what we want.”
The branch is hosting a Pink Ribbon
Fundraiser Day in September to raise
money for breast cancer research.

AROUND THE TRAPS
Got some pictures to share?
If you have taken some recent pictures of yourself or
friends at the ranges, an event or out on a hunt, send
them to the editor for inclusion in our new ‘Around the
Traps’ section. Email
caitlin.pearson@ssaavic.com.au or drop
them into the State Office.

The National Weekend Pointer and Setter field trials winner Henry Foster
& Riley and runner up Nick Guida & Marley ‘cast off’ under the watchful
eye of judge Denis Everard.

The ladies at the Shepparton Come-and-Try Day had a ball, and they
were really happy with their targets.

The Range Officers and other members at SSAA Victoria’s Shepparton
Branch are all pitching in to welcome more women to the sport.

More than 80 women came to Shepparton’s Ladies Come-and-Try Day,
which was the second of its kind for the branch.

May May (left), Ruby Ley and Hsar Thein are all Karen regufees, who
have been resettled in Australia. They are involved with several programs
at Werribee Park.

Construction
work at the
Sunraysia
Pistol Club’s
range
divided
the area
into three
separate
pistol
ranges.
The chicken coop at Werribee Park. Every day the chickens are let out of
their coop, much to the chagrin of the resident magpie (pictured).
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East Gippsland Branch Secretary Garry Proudlock and Conservation and
Pest Management Co-ordinator Annie Norman preparing lunch on a
range day.

East Gippsland’s Assistant Treasurer, Ross, working at the range office for
the branch’s mid-week shoot.

The firing line at the Mildura Branch is looking great, after a spruce-up.
The firearms ready for competitors at the official Precision
Rifle Series event in Mildura in June.

Sunraysia Pistol Club members scoring their targets at one of the club’s three pistol
ranges.

The concrete for the new walls at Sunraysia Pistol Club’s
ranges was poured on-site.

After installing the concrete walls, the Sunraysia Pistol Club had three separate pistol
ranges to use. It allows the members to shoot different disciplines at the same time.
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BRANCHES AND SUB-CLUBS NEWS
DEER STALKERS
CLUB

ARMS & MILITARIA
COLLECTORS CLUB
The AMCC is a club that caters for people
who have an interest in older-type firearms and all associated memorabilia.
We have a group made up of very
keen members who have an extensive
knowledge of most firearms, books and
cartridges.
If you have the same hobbies then you
must belong to a nominated collectors
club to obtain a collector’s licence.
We are based at SSAA Springvale Range
and meet on the first Thursday of each
month at 8pm.
For further details, contact the State Office between 9am and 5pm on 03 8892
2777 or email Robert Lemm at secretary@amccvic.com.au

BENDIGO
BRANCH
Location: Marong Rifle Range (20 minutes west of Bendigo)
General shooting: First and third
Sunday of each month from noon. $6 for
members. Undercover benches, target
frames supplied. 25m, 50m, 100m, 200m.
Safety and Family Firearms Education (SAFFE) Program: Second Sunday
of each month from 10am to noon. $8
(ammunition cost). Basic training for beginners of all ages. Club rifles supplied.
Competitions: Rimfire, centrefire,
handgun and shotgun. See the quarterly
competition calendar at ssaabendigo.
com, or contact Vic on 0438 353 425 for
a copy.
Contact: Branch President Vic Alexander, 0438 353 425
Website: ssaabendigo.com.au
Email: ssaabendigo@hotmail.com
Post: PO Box 1098			
Bendigo, VIC 3552

The Deerstalkers Club meets on the
third Wednesday of each month and
welcomes new hunters and guests. It is
our suggestion to come along for a few
meetings and see if you like the feel of
the club before you join.
The club arranges talks on hunting and
gear selection at its meets, and each
year there is free hunter training for
members.
For more information email president@
deerstalker.net or call 0400 119 852.

EAGLE PARK
RANGE
The Eagle Park Range caters for all disciplines, pistol, shotgun and rifle.
The main range caters for all rifles, from
air rifles to the largest calibres. The
range is approved to 500m, for all rifle
calibres.
Opening hours:
Friday 9am – 5pm
Saturday 9am – 5pm
Sunday 9am – 5pm
Monday 9am – 5pm
Phone: 03 5283 1575
The range is home to the following
clubs:
•

3rd Military District Shooting Sports
Club

•

Big Game Rifle Club

•

Little River Raiders Single Action

•

Little River Sporting Clays

•

Melbourne Benchrest Club

•

Military Pistol Club/Military Rifle Club

•

Practical Pistol League of Australia

•

Victorian Muzzle Loaders Club

•

Metallic Rifle Silhouette

•

Arms and Militaria Collectors Club

•

Metallic Rifle Silhouette Club

•

Youth Training Scheme

Website: ssaavic.com.au/clubs
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Schedule of events
Benchrest Practice First Saturday
each month
Military Rifle

First Sunday each
month

Little River Sporting Clays Shoot
- Practice

Second Sunday
each month

Little River Sporting Clay Shoot

Second Sunday
each month

Big Game Rifle
Club/Military Rifle

Second Sunday
each month

Muzzle Loaders

Third Saturday
each month

Benchrest
Competition

Third Sunday each
month

Little River Raiders Single Action

Third Sunday each
month

Pistol Silhouette

Fourth Sunday
each month

Little River Sporting Clay Shoot

Fourth Sunday
each month

Little River Sporting Clays Shoot
- Competition

Fourth Sunday
each month

Rifle Competition*

Fourth Sunday
each month

*Rifle competitions include Field Rifle,
Metallic Silhouette, 3-positional and
novelty shoots.
Eagle Park Youth Training Scheme
The training scheme teaches juniors
firearm safety and correct shooting techniques. The Eagle Park Youth Training
Scheme meets on the third Sunday of
the month.

FIELD HUNTERS
CLUB
To help foster and develop hunter ethics,
hunter training and opportunity.
To foster the sustainable use of game.
To improve hunting for the future.
The club was set up in the late 1980s
by some enthusiastic SSAA members, to
foster camaraderie among their fellow
hunters. The club offers a relaxed,
friendly and casual environment, with
over 250 active members. Come along to
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one of our general meetings to see what
we offer and enjoy a drink at the bar or a
meal at Bruno’s Café.
General meetings are held on the first
Wednesday of every month except
January at the Springvale SSAA Range,
714-716 Princes Highway from 7.30 pm.
We strive to provide members with both
hunting opportunities and training. There
are plenty of opportunities for members
to get out and hunt. As a bonus, you
meet like-minded hunters and often form
lifelong friendships.
If you are looking for an active hunting
club then look no further.
Member benefits include:
•

Access to the FREE extensive hunting DVD library.

•

The monthly newsletter.

•

Guest speakers from a wide range of
organisations, governing bodies or
training providers, keeping members
informed about what’s happening in
the hunting space.

•

FREE NSW R-Licence testing, normally $20.

•

Organised hunting trips, including:
Duck opening weekend shoot, duck
shooting as pest control on rice
crops during November and December, NSW R-licence hunts, weekly
organised fox drives during the cold
months.

•

On top of this, members have direct
access to the club’s own Feral Animal
Control Program, which has access
to a major area of prime hunting
throughout Victoria, all within two
hours of Springvale.

If you’re thinking of getting into or back
into hunting and want to get onto a variety of different properties on a monthly
or fortnightly basis then we are the club
for you and your friends.
Our own Feral Animal Control Program
hunts provide a platform that offers guidance and training to enhance member
skills and safety in the field. Since we
introduced this platform members have
taken in excess of 1000 rabbits and 77
foxes.
On top of all of this the club has a closed
Facebook group, just for members. This

is a great way for members to chat and
organise hunts among themselves, so
you could soon find that you have too
much hunting available and not enough
time to fit it all in.

smoke and noise to entertain all.

In the past few months the club has delivered the following events to members:

We also have long-range rifle competitions where speed is not as important as
accuracy.

Shooter categories are established to
cater for all age groups, both sexes, and
different skill mixes.

•

Feral Animal Control Program hunts.

•

Mid-Year major raffle with a first prize
of $1500 for any hunting-related
equipment.

These events use single shot, lever- and
pump-action rifles ranging from .22 to
big bore buffalo rifles.

•

Aussie Disposals discount night.

•

Weekly fox drives, held in South
Gippsland.

All matches are run under the rules of
the Single Action Shooting Society.

•

4WD training course

•

Field to Fork game meat tasting
night.

•

NSW R-licence pig and goat hunts.

•

Butchering and techniques.

•

Pistol shooting.

So what are you waiting for, expand
your hunting horizon and come see for
yourself.
Check us out at www.fieldhuntersclub.
org.au, where you can sign up and pay
for your membership online.

LITTLE RIVER
RAIDERS

Our shooting stages (scenarios) are
based on the ‘Old West’ – incidents out
of history, our translation of classic Western movies or the old TV series.
Visitors are welcome to come along to
any of our competitions and, if they like,
they may try their hand at Single Action
shooting under instruction.
The only thing you need is a desire to
enjoy yourself and have fun with people
dressed in cowboy gear, using period
firearms or faithful replicas.
For further information please look us
up at www.littleriverraiders.com.au or
contact the Secretary Flossy Devine on
0468 328 602.

Little River Raiders is a Single Action
shooting club based at the SSAA Eagle
Park Range, at Little River.

LITTLE RIVER
SPORTING CLAYS

Single Action shooting is a living history
sport which uses the firearms of the
American ‘Old West’.

Little River Sporting Clays is a sub-club
of SSAA based at Eagle Park, Gifkins Rd,
Little River.

Participants are required to adopt a
persona typical of the era and to dress
accordingly, so a darned good sense of
humour comes in handy for those who
want to join in.

We aim to provide a wide variety of clay
targets using our amazing terrain to provide shooters with a great experience.

Club competitions are held on the third
Sunday of every month. We shoot coach
guns (side-by-side shotguns), pistols,
lever- and pump-action rifles.
Black powder – cartridge and percussion
pistol – is also a recognised category of
Single Action. Our black powder shooters add to the atmosphere with lots of
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All levels of shooters are welcome, with
many seasoned hands available to provide direction and advice.
We encourage our shooters to join our
club and become involved in setting up
the grounds.
Please give us a call or send an email.
Our competition days are the fourth
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Sunday of each month, with nominations opening at 9.30am and closing at
10.30am.
JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

JUN
JULY

AUG
SEP
OCT

NOV

DEC

8th

NO SHOOT

22nd

100 Target SCA State Selection Shoot-Sporting

12th

75 Target 5 Stand and SSAA
State Qualifer (OPEN TO
ALL )

26th

100 Target Shoot- Sporting

12th

100 Target SCA State Compact Titles

26th

100 Target Shoot- Sporting

9th

100 Target 5 stand SSAA
State Tiltes (OPEN TO ALL)

23rd

75 Target Shoot - Sporting

14th

100 Target - Doubles

28th

100 Target SCA State Selection Shoot-Sporting

11th

NO SHOOT

25th

75 Target Shoot - Sporting

9th

75 Target Compact

23rd

75 Target Shoot - Sporting

13th

NO SHOOT

27th

75 Target Shoot - Sporting

10th

75 Target Shoot - Sporting

24th

75 Target Shoot - Sporting

8th

NO SHOOT

22nd

100 Target SCA State Selection Shoot-Sporting

12th

Vince Panetta 100 Target
Sporting (OPEN TO ALL )

26th

100 Target Shoot- Sporting

17th

80 Target Xmas shoot
-Sporting

All shoots at LRSC are open to all
shooters.
Contact: Eddie Magee, 0412 279 828,
e.jmagee@bigpond.net.au
Vicky Winship, vickywinship@bigpond.com

MILITARY RIFLE
CLUB
We are dedicated to the safe, competitive use of military firearms. Friendly and
welcoming atmosphere. Competitions are
held at the SSAA Little River Range on the
first and second Sundays of the month.

The first Sunday (9am start) of the
month events include the main event,
a 3-positional competition over 100m,
200m and 300m, plus the specialty
event, which includes rapid-fire and is
different each month. A long-range event
at 500m is held three times a year.
The second Sunday (11am start) main
event is the 3P Trainer Competition on
a mini 3P target over 50m, 75m and
100m, using military trainer rifles (.22
and 310 calibers) The MRC State Titles
are held in April at the Dookie Agricultural College. Club rifles are available.
Other special away events are held in
partnership with several VRA clubs and
other Military Rifle Clubs.
The club’s General Meeting for all
members is held at the SSAA Springvale
Range on the fourth Thursday of the
month at 8pm.
New members, juniors and visitors are
always welcome. Come along and support your club.
Annual membership is $35 for adults
and $12.50 for juniors (12 to 17 years
inclusive)
Website: www.vicmrc.com
Email: milrifle@vicmrc.com

PRACTICAL PISTOL
LEAGUE OF AUSTRALIA
Practical Pistol League of Australia (PPLA)
was formed in about 1976/77 because of
the surge in interest in IPSC. The PPLA
was the second IPSC club formed in
Australia and the first in Victoria. The aim
was, and still is, to expand the interest
in the shooting discipline of the International Practical Shooting Confederation or
IPSC. This action pistol sport epitomizes
the safe use of pistols in the sporting
arena. IPSC, as the name indicates, is an
International sport followed by literally
thousands of competitors in just about
every nation on the planet. IPSC only
uses full power handguns of .38 or 9mm
calibre, including all their variants.
The PPLA runs monthly competitions
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on the third Sunday of each month at
Eagle Park and has built an enviable
array of pistol ranges to ensure that IPSC
shooting is shown at its best in Australia.
In fact, the range complex area built by
the PPLA for IPSC is amongst only a few
within Australia that can truly host and
International level IPSC competition.
PPLA has produced some of the finest
IPSC competitors and International
Range Officers within the world of IPSC.
PPLA has its own website and produces
newsletters at various times throughout
the year to keep members informed and
plays a large part in the running of IPSC
at a State, National and International
level with various members holding
positions at these levels. PPLA also has
government accredited testers to examine new members to ensure that they are
properly trained in the safe use and care
of firearms.
The club annual fees are varied and huge
discounts are offered to families who
wish to join, and as we are an IPSC only
club, each member is required to join
IPSC. Prospective members should visit
our web page to see how they can join in
this exciting handgun shooting sport.
The club is a sub-club of the SSAA and
membership of that organisation is
mandatory.
Our ranges are situated at the SSAA Eagle Park Range facility in Little River, an
easy 40 minutes from Melbourne.
PPLA can be contacted either at our
website, www.ppla.org.au or directly to
Bill Campbell on 0412 855 266. Feel free
to visit our range to discuss your interest
on the first Sunday of each month from
around 0930am.

SPORTING SHOOTERS
PISTOL CLUB
The SSPC is a friendly and social handgun shooting club with over 400 members. It runs primarily from the SSAA
Springvale Range.
Competitions and practices are held on
Monday, Tuesday and Thursday nights
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from 6pm-8pm, Saturdays from 10am and
Sundays from noon.
A variety of competitions are shot, including ISSF style sport pistol, centrefire
and classic pistol at 25m, 25m and 50m,
service match, IPSC and metallic silhouette (at Eagle Park range).
Our website contains a full calendar of
competitions and range times.
Introduction to Handguns course
New members are welcome. We run
regular Introduction to Handguns courses which will teach you the basics of
handgun safety and shooting fundamentals as well as provide an introduction
to joining the club. The course consists
of 30 minutes of theory followed by 60
minutes on the range firing a variety of
club handguns. The course costs $130
and includes range entry and ammunition. Bookings for the course are taken
online at our website or at the front desk
at Springvale Range. Completing the
introduction course is the first step in
joining our club.
Club fees consist of a $250 joining fee
and thereafter a $100 membership fee
due at the end of April of each year.
Range entry fees are separate and paid
directly to the SSAA, however yearly
range entry passes are available from
our club.
For more information please see our
website at:
Website: www.sspc.org.au
Contact: info@sspc.org.au

SPRINGVALE
PISTOL CLUB
The Springvale Pistol Club (SPC) was
formed on June 17, 2004 to provide:
•

•
•

Affiliation with the peak bodies
in Victoria and Australia for national and international handgun
competitions.
Instruction, coaching and training for
competition-oriented shooters
A home base at the SSAA Springvale
Range Complex.

The SPC has approximately 40 members,
many of whom actively train for and
shoot competitions at local, state and
interstate events. Shooting is a sport
that does not present a barrier to anyone
who wishes to get involved - neither age,
physical ability nor gender are barriers to
enjoying the sport of pistol shooting.
It does require a high degree of self-discipline, attention to detail and willingness
to learn if you are to progress to high
levels of performance, but it is also a
great pastime for those who have less
time to practice.
The SSAA Springvale Range Complex has
many facilities for the use of members.
Those who wish to learn the disciplines
of target shooting and how to shoot
them well are welcome to join our growing membership. SPC shoots on Wednesday nights.
Email: secretary@springvalepc.org
Website: www.springvalepc.org

SPRINGVALE
WOMEN’S GROUP
For women who love to combine shooting and socialising.
We meet on the second and fourth
Thursday of each month at SSAA Victoria
Springvale Range at 7pm sharp.
We shoot multi-disciplines which may
include 3P, Field Rifle, Practical Rifle,
Sports rifle, Air Rifle, Feral Targets,
Stuff-We-Make-Up-As-We-Go.
No membership fees, just a $5 target fee
payable at each shoot.
Need more information? Email Jenny,
dejen@jeheda.com or Katie Ktgrl0111@
hotmail.com.
If your preference is a phone call, talk to
our Club Coach Bill, 0408 323 060.
The Springvale Shooting Range is open
every day of the week. The facility, which
includes a licensed bar, lounge, and
restaurant, allows patrons to shoot: .22
rifles only at 50m (no magnums); and
has 25-50m pistol ranges and a 10m air
rifle range.
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The range hosts a number of competitions throughout the week, as well as catering for corporate and group shooting
activities, such as Scout groups, birthday
parties and community activities.
The 50m, .22 main range is available
to the public and members. Unlicensed
shooters are welcome to come down and
use the facility under the guidance of

SSAA SPRINGVALE
RANGE
experienced range officers/instructors.
Loan firearms are available at the range.
Trading hours:
Monday to Friday: 5pm to 9pm
Saturday: 10am to 6pm
Sunday: 10am to 5pm
Phone: 9547 0007 during trading hours
Email: springvale@ssaavic.com.au

Rekindle the spirit of black powder firearm sports shooting with the VMLC.
Relive the excitement of the bygone days
by shooting black powder firearms - a
truly engrossing and satisfying sport.
Everyone is welcomed to attend the
VMLC monthly competitions at SSAA Victoria’s Eagle Park Shooting Complex on
the third Saturday of every month.
Even if you don’t own any muzzle loading
or black powder firearms, knowledgeable
and generous VMLC members are always
eager to give you a few shots!

VICTORIAN MUZZLE
LOADING CLUB
Want to have some fun?
Relive the excitement of bygone days by
shooting black powder firearms, a truly
engrossing and satisfying sport with the
VMLC.
New members and visitors are always
welcomed to attend the VMLC monthly
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shoots at the SSAA Eagle Park Shooting
Complex located near Little River on the
third Saturday of every month. Even if
you don’t own any muzzle loading or
black powder firearms, knowledgeable
and generous VMLC members are always
eager to give you a few shots! In addition, supervision and support is given
to all novice muzzle loading and black
powder shooters.
Competitions are organised for all black
powder firearms including handguns,
cowboy single action, rifles, black powder
cartridge rifles, shotguns, and cannon.
For the month of November many members camp at Eagle Park for the two-day
State Championships where lots of black
powder and lead is expended during the
day, and at night everyone relaxes at the
free barbecue exchanging black powder
stories and generally having a good time.
For additional information contact the
VMLC President Jim Morraitis on 03 9401
1955 during business hours, visit the
VMLC website at www.vmlc.com.au or
FaceBook at www.facebook.com/VictorianMuzzleLoadingClub or Twitter search
for vmlc3 or Pinterest search for victorian
muzzle loading club.

WODONGA
BRANCH

L/A rifle, inc scopes
Fourth Saturday
•
10.15am - noon Handgun Club Metallic Silhouette

may bring firearms from a vehicle to
the firing line and when you may take
firearms from the firing line back to a
vehicle.

Fourth Sunday
•
10.45am 300m Fly Shoot any firearm
•
12.30pm 200m fox shoot

The use of correct eye and hearing
protection is compulsory for all people
on the firing line. Sunglasses are not
accepted

Fifth Sunday
•
10am - 4pm general shooting

Our contact details

Wednesday 10am - noon

Contact us: President – Josh Knight jaek1@me.com or Mb 0488 970 293

Zeroing of hunting rifles and general shooting practice is welcome on all
scheduled competition days.
Wodonga Range Fees as at 1st July
2017
Day range pass:
SSAA members
Adult

$10

Pensioner

$5

Junior

Free

Non members
Adult

$20

Pensioner

$15

Junior

Free

Other fees:

SSAA Wodonga Handgun club (WHGC)
was formed in 1995 as a sub-club to
SSAA Wodonga V06 rifle range sharing
the 200mtr and 300mtr range facilities
with 30 members. In 2001 WHGC moved
to their new location to the west of the
SSAA Wodonga V06 ranges.
We now have 145 members and steadily
growing. Our facilities currently cover 7
main disciplines; Metallic Silhouette’s /
ISSF / Service Match / NRA 900 Match
(Bullseye) / Action Match / Steel Challenge / IPSC
Upon arrival

Target Frame Hire

$5

Targets

$1 each

Standing calendar – rifle range(s)

Competition Fee

$5

First Sunday – NO SHOOTING ON
SSAA RIFLE RANGE(S)

Range passes
(SSAA members
only)
Annual range
passes

WODONGA
HANDGUN CLUB

$75
Jul 1 to Jun 30

First Saturday
•
1pm - 3pm Training programs and
group bookings
Second Sunday
•
11am Hunter Class Rimfire Benchrest
.22 LR
•
Noon .22 r imfire 100m Fly
Shoot
•
1pm .22 LR rimfire Metallic
Silhouette

Wodonga range matters

Third Saturday
•
1.30pm Handgun Club Metallic
Silhouette

The RO will guide you to sign the range
attendance sheet and take your range
fees.

Third Sunday
•
10.45am Lever-Action 25 rounds any

The RO will instruct you on when you

Annual range
$45
passes (pensioner) Jul 1 to Jun 30

Upon arriving at the range, leave your
firearms securely locked in your vehicle
and report to a Range Officer (RO) who
will be wearing a high visibility vest.
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All visitors and members must sign in on
arrival.
From July 1, 2017 – Daily range fees for
visitors - $10.00
All visitors to report to duty range officer(s) after signing in
Please ensure your vehicle is locked
when unattended.
Upcoming major events
22 – 24 Sept 2017 – WHGC Hosting IPSC
SSM#2 Match
Reminder to all WHGC member’s your
annual subscription is the club is due on
the 1st July 2017
Welcome to the 2017-2018 SSAA WHGC
CoM – Bruce S (Pres) / Sam T (Vice Pres)
/ Ruth N (Secretary) / Mal H (Treasurer) /
Jason N (SRO) / Richard S (Club Captain)
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trials contact Barry Oliver – 0403 380 092

/ Jack V, Damian B, Lee R and newest
member Kyal S (General Committee)

August Training Day

Standing calendar – Handgun club
First Saturday
•
10.30am Bullseye (900 match)
•
12.30pm Service Pistol
•
1pm Action Match (Practical)
First Sunday		
•
11.30am to 1pm Blackpowder, air
pistol, 25m
Second Saturday
•
10am Introduction course (must
book)
•
1pm Centrefire/25m
•
1pm Action Match (falling plates)
Second Sunday
•
9.30am IPSC (level one)
Third Saturday
•
10.15am Centrefire/25m
•
1.30pm Metallic Silhouettes (300m
range)
•
1pm Action Match (barricades)
Fourth Saturday
•
10.15am to noon Metallic Silhouettes
Field and Rimfire (300m range)
•
10.15am Standard Pistol
•
1pm Steel Challenge – club level
Fifth Saturday
•
10.30am Practice and novelty events

WORKING GUN
DOGS ASSOCIATION
National Weekend Pointer & Setter
field trials May 27 & 28
The National WGAA Pointer and Setter
field trial turned out to be the sort of trial
that we all like to see. Fast dogs, some
spectacular finds, great ground coverage – all played out on a Mallee stubble
with a cold wind that brought tears to
the galleries’ eyes but provided scenting
conditions as good as they can be.
There is nothing in field sports quite like
a bird dog running impossibly fast then,
in an instant, tearing up the earth in its
elemental urge to stop, transfixed by the
scent of game as every taut sinew and
muscle screams to its distant, hurrying
handler, “It’s here!”
A smallish field competed for National
honours this year with judges Denis Everard and Tony Connor (New Zealand) set

The next monthly training day is Sunday
20th August
See our blog or website for directions to
the training site - just google ‘wgaa blog’

A quick discussion during the heat. (l-r) Judge
Tony Conner (NZ), Michael Zandona (Vic),
Robert Whinnen (SA) & Judge Denis Everard.

the task of finding the best dogs on the
day. These two judges brought a wealth
of experience to their roles, both having
competed with and titled many of their
own dogs.
The first round set the tone with some
class work that saw 4 dogs brought
through to the second round. These dogs
impressed the judges and were again put
through their paces and again produced
a very high standard of work.
The final placings were:
1st Henry Foster’s pointer dog, Riley, F
Ch, F Ch(CS), FT Ch RIPRAP MARKSMAN
NFTW, NFTW(CS)
2nd Nick Guida’s pointer bitch, Marley,
RIPRAP ROXY NRD IRTD
Best Novice Dog: Michael Zandona’s
pointer dog, Surefind Bob
The second trial of the National Weekend was the ‘John Nash Memorial’ field
trial. This is an important trial to add to a
dog’s winning list as John Nash from Ireland judged in Australia many years ago
and was instrumental in bringing about
an appreciation and an understanding of
quality dog work.
This trial was run different conditions to
the previous day as there was heavy rain
overnight and the roads became impassable causing judges, handlers and dogs
to make the long trek to the paddock on
foot – you have to be ready for everything in dog trials!
The winner of this trial was Nick Guida’s
pointer bitch, Marley, RIPRAP ROXY NRD
IRTD.
If you are interested in competing in field
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The club has an extensive range of training equipment which includes several
electronic throwers, a ‘backing’ dog,
retrieving dummies, stake-out chains and
release traps.
As usual, kick off is at 9am with a BBQ
and raffle at midday. Anyone with a gundog is welcome.
Any queries please contact our Training
Officer, Kevin Phelps – 0407 091 221.
Field Assessment Day
This important event is scheduled for 17th
September and will be in place of the September Training Day. The Field Assessment Day is a family friendly event and
many members camp overnight in order
to help set up runs for the next day.
Each of the dogs is given 3 runs – a land
retrieve, a water retrieve and a field run.
The dogs are scored in 5 categories in
each run, categories that relate closely to
actual field work. Certificates are awarded to all participants.
Retrieving Trial
The next Retrieving trial is scheduled for
29th October. Contact the Trial Manager,
Sam Heyes for more details 0418 512 780

Memberships
Membership fee is $30 and dog registrations are $10
Facebook
WGAA is on Facebook.
WGAA blog
View reports and slideshows of WGAA
events on WGAA’s blog at http://wgaa.
blogspot.com or just google - wgaa blog
A new website is presently under construction. More news soon.

Hunting’s future
depends on you
Hunting is an important cultural pastime in Victoria. Tens of thousands of Victorian, interstate
and overseas game hunters generate thousands of jobs and contribute hundreds of millions of
dollars to the State economy, particularly in rural and regional Victoria. When you are enjoying
Victoria’s great hunting opportunities, be mindful that the future of hunting depends on how you
conduct yourself as a hunter. Every hunter should be an ambassador for the recreation.
As a responsible hunter, you should always:

Respect animals

Respect the hunt

• Only take what you can use

• Hunt safely and abide by the Firearms Safety Code

• Make optimal use of harvested quarry (have a
minimum/no waste approach)

• Lead by example

• Shoot only when you can retrieve your quarry

• Always hunt within the law and report illegal behaviour

• Shoot only when a humane result is possible

• Uphold the highest ethical standards

• Use the right equipment to effectively and humanely
hunt animals

• Promote and praise good behaviour

• Look after your hunting dogs

Respect the environment
• Take all your litter (including empty cartridges)
with you
• Bury or remove animal remains

• Respect our cultural heritage

• Know your skill limits and hunt within them
• Improve and maintain your skills through practice
and/or joining a club

Respect non-hunters
• Help others and be courteous

• Drive only on designated tracks

• Thoughtfully carry hunting equipment and harvested
quarry (e.g. cover quarry during transit)

• Keep campfires safe

• Respect the opinions of non-hunters

• Leave your campsite clean

• Only enter private property with permission

• Protect our wetlands and waterways (e.g. don’t
leave animal remains in or near waterways)

• Share the harvest with a non-hunter and promote
the culinary/sustainability benefits of hunting

• Take part in efforts to protect and restore
wildlife habitats

Respect the laws

Respect other hunters
• Be respectful and courteous if hunting or camping
in the same area as other people
• Be safe and abide by the law so everyone is on a
level playing field
• Share your knowledge and skills with others

• Take time to know the laws and act within them
at all times
• Work with Authorised Officers; they are there to help
you and ensure safe, sustainable, humane
and equitable hunting
• Don’t tolerate illegal behaviour - report suspected
offenders on 136 186.

For more information visit www.gma.vic.gov.au
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